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A Minecraft mod that adds almost 100 new biomes, along with new stones, soils and trees.
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A Minecraft mod that adds almost 100 new biomes, along with new stones, soils and trees.
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Enhanced Biomes Mod 1.7.10.

Enhanced Biomes Mod 1.7.10 has undergone a drastic change from the mod that tried to add realistic new biomes and as few blocks as possible
to the Minecraft world. 31 new biomes since the last release of Better Biomes, for a total of 88 , with 23 being rare variants, biome specific stones
and grasses and new wood types for all 15 new trees that resemble their Minecraft counterparts, along with improvements to villages and a biome
information display similar to Minecraft’s co-ordinates display. It’s a massive update.

While Enhanced Biomes’ aim is more or less the same, its attempt at realism exceeds that of Better Biomes’ improvements to the world’s surface.
Each tree is made from a different type of wood. There are 6 new stone variants that retain the properties and uses of the default stone that
generate by biome type, complete with variants of ores, stone bricks, cobblestone and slabs. There are also 7 new grass, dirt and farmland
variants, also generating by biome type. Villagers now build their homes from the resources around them, their biome’s stone and wood types.

Additionally, new config options allow for better customisation of your world, such as village size and rarity, and biome weights in generation. It
also retains the biome size, generation, and village spawning options from Better Biomes.
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Biomes o’ Plenty Mod for Minecraft 1.8/1.7.10.

As its name, Biomes o’ Plenty Mod is a new mod that provides more than 75 amazing biomes in Minecraft. With this change, players can freely
get your area to discover, build and add new items as you want. Compared with the previous version, it has been considered as the new world
with a whole range of new fantastic biomes.

How cool it is when you are in groves full of the beautiful cherry blossom trees or enjoy the bamboo tree forest. In terms of forest, there are many
kinds that players can choose, such as the boreal forest with birch, oak and spruce trees or another one with the coniferous, deciduous and dead
forest. These appear in this game that you certainly will not get bored. It is magical that this game welcomes the appearance of different biomes
never exist before. The purple lakes and various new purple trees, flowers are new surprise for players in Minecraft. Each of them has its own
interesting and unique features.

Moreover, depending on each game, you will experience differently the atmosphere and feeling as well. Biomes will be changed following the
season in reality and have holiday season. You will be busy of discovering the change and loads of fun are waiting for you to enjoy with.
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